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New York Times bestselling author James Rollins dives far beneath the waves into

unimaginable peril in this classic tale of action and adventure.Ex-Navy SEAL Jack Kirkland

surfaces from an aborted underwater salvage mission to find Earth burning. Solar flares have

triggered a series of gargantuan natural disasters. Earth-quakes and hellfire rock the globe. Air

Force One has vanished from the skies with America's president on board.Now, with the

United States on the narrow brink of a nuclear apocalypse, Kirkland must pilot his oceangoing

exploration ship, Deep Fathom, on a desperate mission miles below the ocean's surface.

There, devastating secrets await him--and a power an ancient civilization could not contain that

has been cast out into modern day, where it will forever alter a world that's already racing

toward its own destruction.See why the Providence Journal-Bulletin calls James Rollins "the

modern master of the action thriller" with this classic Rollins tale.
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July 24iBefore8:14 A.M., Pacific Standard TimeSan Francisco, CaliforniaOn the morning of the

eclipse, Doreen McCloud hurried from Starbucks with the Chronicle tucked under her arm. She

had a ten o’clock meeting across town and less than an hour to ride the train to her offices

near the Embarcadero. Clutching her mocha and shivering at the morning chill, she strode

briskly toward the underground station at Market and Castro.Glancing toward the sky, she

frowned. The night’s blanket of fog had yet to burn off, and the sun was only a pale glow

through the mists. The eclipse was due to occur just after the four o’clock hour today—the first

solar eclipse of the new millennium. It would be a shame if the fog marred the sight. She knew

from the inundation in the media that the entire city was poised to celebrate the event. San

Francisco could not pass up such an auspicious occasion without the usual fanfare.Doreen

shook her head at all the nonsense. With San Francisco’s damned eternal fog, why did a few

extra moments of gloom warrant such fervency? The event was not even a total

eclipse.Sighing, she pushed aside these stray thoughts as she snugged her scarf tighter about

her neck. She had more important concerns. If she could land the Delta Bank account, her

track to partnership in the firm was assured. She allowed this thought to buoy her across

Market Street toward the BART station.She reached the station just as the next train

approached. Fumbling her transit card through the reader, she hurried down the steps to the

platform and waited for the train to come to a stop. Content she would make her meeting in

plenty of time, she raised the cup of mocha to her mouth.A yank on her elbow pulled the cup

from her lips. Hot mocha splashed in a chocolate arc as the cup flew from her hands. Gasping,

she swung around and faced her attacker.An elderly woman, dressed in mismatched rags and

a tattered blanket, stared up at Doreen with eyes that looked somewhere other than here.

Doreen had a flashback to her mother in bed: the reek of urine and medicines, slacken

features, and those same empty eyes. Alzheimer’s.She stepped back, reflexively guarding her

handbag under an arm. But the old woman, clearly homeless, seemed no immediate threat.

Doreen expected the usual inquiry about spare change.Instead, the woman continued to stare

at her with those empty eyes.Doreen took another step away; a twinge of sorrow pierced

through her anger and fear. The eyes of the other commuters slowly turned away. It was the

way of the city. Don’t look too closely. She tried to follow suit but could not. Maybe it was the

flash upon her own long-buried mother or some twinge of sympathy, but either way, she found

herself speaking. “Can I help you?”The old woman shifted. Doreen spotted a half-starved

terrier pup hidden among the drape of rags about her ankles. It stuck close to its master.

Doreen could count every rib on the thin creature.The homeless woman noticed Doreen’s

gaze. “Brownie knows,” she said hoarsely, her voice graveled by age and the streets. “He

knows, all right.”Doreen nodded as if this made sense. It was best not to provoke the mentally

ill. She had learned that with her mother. “I’m sure he does.”“He tells me things, you



know.”Doreen nodded again, suddenly feeling foolish. The train doors opened with a whoosh

behind her. If she didn’t want to miss the train, she’d best hurry.She began to turn away when a

withered arm shot out from under the tattered blanket; bony fingers clutched her wrist.

Instinctively, Doreen yanked her arm away. But to her surprise, the old woman hung on.With a

shuffle of rags, the woman moved closer. “Brownie’s a good dog.” The harsh voice was thick

with spittle. “He knows. He’s a good dog.”Doreen broke the woman’s grip. “I…I must be

going.”The woman did not resist. Her arm vanished under her blanket’s folds.Doreen backed

her way into the open door of the train, her eyes still on the old woman. Left alone, the woman

seemed to recede into her rags and tormented dreams. Doreen found the pup’s eyes staring

back at her. As the train doors closed, Doreen heard the homeless woman muttering, “Brownie.

He knows. He knows we’re all goin’to die today.”1:55 P.M., PST (11:55 A.M. Local

Time)Aleutian Islands, AlaskaOn the morning of the eclipse, Jimmy Pomautuk worked his way

up the icy slope with practiced care. His dog Nanook trotted a few paces up the trail. The large

malamute knew the trail well, but, always the loyal companion, he still kept wary watch for his

master.Trudging after the old dog, Jimmy led a trio of English tourists—two men and a woman

—toward the summit of Glacial Point atop Fox Island. The view from there was spectacular. His

Inuit forefathers had come to this same spot to worship the great Orca, building wooden totems

and casting worship stones off the cliffs into the sea. His great-grandfather had been the first to

take him as a boy to this sacred spot. That had been almost thirty years ago.Now the spot was

listed on countless tour maps, and the Zodiac boats from the various cruise lines offloaded

their human cargo onto the docks of the picturesque village of Port Royson.In addition to the

quaint port, the other prime attraction to the island was the cliffs of Glacial Point. On a clear

day like today, the entire Aleutian chain of islands could be seen spreading in an infinite arc. It

was a sight considered priceless to his ancestors, but to the modern world it was forty dollars a

head off-season, sixty dollars during the warmer months.“How much bloody further is this

place?” a voice behind him said. “I’m freezing my arse off here.”Jimmy turned. He had warned

the trio that the temperature would grow colder as they neared the summit. The group was

outfitted in matching Eddie Bauer coats, gloves, and boots. Not a stitch of their expensive

outwear showed any use. A price tag still dangled from the back of the woman’s parka.Pointing

an arm toward where his dog had just vanished, Jimmy nodded. “It’s just over the next rise.

Five minutes. There’s a warming shack there.”The complainer checked his watch and

grunted.Jimmy rolled his eyes and continued his march up the hill. If it weren’t for the tip as

their guide, he’d be tempted to heave the whole lot of them over the cliffs. A sacrifice to the

ocean gods of his ancestors. But instead, like always, he just trudged onward, reaching the

summit at last.Behind him he heard gasps from the trio. The view had that effect on most

people. Jimmy turned to give them his usual speech about the significance of this site, but he

found his companions’ attention was not on the spectacular views, but on their hurried attempts

to wrap every square inch of exposed flesh from the mild winds.“It’s so cold,” the second man

said. “I hope my camera lens doesn’t shatter. I’d hate to have trekked all the way up to this

cursed place and have nothing to show for it.”Jimmy’s fingers clenched into a fist. He forced his

tone to an even level. “The warming shack is nestled among that group of black pines. Why

don’t you all go on in? We’ve got a bit of a wait before the eclipse.”“Thank God,” the woman

said. She leaned into the man who had first complained. “Let’s hurry, Reggie.”Now it was

Jimmy’s turn to follow. The English trio raced toward the scraggled copse of pines protected in

a hollow. As he marched, Nanook joined him, nosing his hand for a scratch behind the

ear.“Good boy, Nanook,” he mumbled. Ahead, Jimmy’s gaze caught on the trail of smoke in the

blue sky. At least his son had completed his chores and set the coals this morning before



leaving for the mainland, off to celebrate the coming eclipse with friends.For the oddest

moment, a melancholy wave washed over Jimmy at the thought of his only son. He couldn’t

identify why this sudden mood overwhelmed him. He shook his head. This place had that effect

on him. There always seemed a presence here. Maybe the gods of my forefathers, he thought,

only half jokingly.Jimmy continued his way toward the warmth of the shack, suddenly wanting

to escape the cold as much as the tourists had. His eyes followed the smoke trail up to the sun

near the eastern horizon. An eclipse. What his ancestors described as a whale eating the sun.

It was due to occur in the next few hours.At his side, Nanook suddenly growled, a deep-

throated rumble. Jimmy glanced to his dog. The malamute stared out toward the south.

Frowning, he followed the line of his dog’s gaze.The cliffs were empty, except for the wooden

totem. It was a mock-up for the tourists, tooled by machines somewhere in Indonesia and

shipped here. Not even the wood was native to these parts.Nanook continued his deep-

chested growl.Jimmy did not know what had spooked his dog. “Quiet, boy.”Always obedient,

Nanook settled onto his haunches, but he still trembled.Squinting, Jimmy stared out at the

empty sea. As he stood, an old prayer came to his lips, taught to him by his grandfather. He

was surprised he even remembered the words, and could not voice why he felt the need to

speak them now. In Alaska, to survive, one learned to respect nature and one’s own instincts—

and Jimmy trusted his own now.It was as if his grandfather stood at his shoulder, two

generations watching the sea. His grandfather had a phrase for moments like now. “The wind

smells of storms.”4:05 P.M. PST (10:05 A.M. Local Time)Hagatna, Territory of GuamOn the

morning of the eclipse, Jeffrey Hessmire cursed his bad luck as he hurried through the

corridors of the governor’s mansion. The first session of the summit had broken for an early

brunch. The dignitaries from the United States and the People’s Republic of China would not

reconvene until after the scheduled viewing of the eclipse.During the break, Jeffrey, as the

junior aide, had been assigned to type and photocopy the Secretary of State’s notes from the

morning’s session, then distribute them among the American delegation. So while the other

aides enjoyed the pre-eclipse buffet in the garden atrium and networked with the members of

the presidential senior staff, he would be playing stenographer.He cursed his bad luck again.

What were they all doing out here in the middle of the Pacific anyway? Hell would freeze over

before any nuclear pact would ever be settled between the two Pacific powers. Neither country

was willing to bend, especially on two critical points. The President had refused to halt the

extension of the country’s new state-of-the-art Missile Defense System to include the

protection of Taiwan, and the Chinese Premier had squashed any attempt to limit the

proliferation of its own intercontinental nuclear warheads. The entire week’s summit had

succeeded only in managing to escalate tensions.The single bright spot was on the first day,

when President Bishop had accepted a gift from the Chinese Premier: a life-size jade sculpture

of an ancient Chinese warrior atop a war horse, an exact replica of one of their famed terra-

cotta statues from the city of Xi’an. The press had a field day taking pictures of the two heads

of state beside the striking figure. It had been a day full of promise that, so far, had not borne

fruit.As Jeffrey passed into the suite of offices assigned to their delegation, he flashed his

security clearance at the guard, who nodded coldly. Reaching his desk, he collapsed into the

leather seat. Though he resented such a menial task, he would do his best.Carefully stacking

the handwritten notes by his computer, he set to work. His fingers flew over the keyboard as he

translated Secretary Elliot’s notes into clean, crisp type. As he worked, his frustration fell away.

He became intrigued by this peek at the behind-doors politics of the summit. It seemed the

President was actually willing to bend on Taiwan, but he was haggling for the best price from

the Chinese government, insisting on a moratorium on any future nuclear proliferation and



Chinese participation in the Missile Technology Control Regime, which limited the export of

missile knowledge. Elliot seemed to think this was attainable if they played their cards right.

The Chinese did not want a war over Taiwan. All would suffer.Jeffrey was so caught up in the

Secretary’s notes that he failed to hear someone approach until a small cough from behind

startled him. He swiveled his chair around and saw the tall, silver-haired man. He was dressed

casually in shirt and tie, with a suit jacket hung over one arm. “So what do you think, Mr.

Hessmire?”Jeffrey stood up so fast that his chair skittered backward across the floor, bumping

into a neighbor’s vacant desk. “M-Mister President.”“At ease, Mr. Hessmire.” The President of

the United States, Daniel R. Bishop, leaned over Jeffrey’s desk and read the partial

transcription of the Secretary’s notes. “What do you think of Tom’s thoughts?”“The Secretary?

Mr. Elliot?”The President straightened, giving Jeffrey a tired smile. “Yes. You’re studying

international law at Georgetown, aren’t you?”Jeffrey blinked. He had not thought President

Bishop knew him from the hundreds of other aides and interns who labored in the belly of the

White House. “Yes, Mr. President. I graduate next year.”“Top of the class and specializing in

Asia, I hear. So what is your take on the summit? Do you think we can wrangle the Chinese

into an agreement?”Licking his lips, Jeffrey could not meet the steel-blue eyes of Daniel

Bishop, the war hero, the statesman, and the leader of the free world. His words were

mumbled.“Speak up, lad. I won’t bite your head off. I just want your honest opinion. Why do you

think I asked Tom to assign you to this task?”Shocked at this revelation, Jeffrey could not

speak.“Breathe, Mr. Hessmire.”Jeffrey took the President’s recommendation. Taking a deep

breath, he cleared his throat and tried to organize his thoughts. He spoke slowly. “I…I think

Secretary Elliot makes a good point about the mainland’s desire to economically integrate

Taiwan.” He glanced up, pausing to take another breath. “I studied the takeovers of Hong Kong

and Macau. It seems that the Chinese are using these regions as test cases for the integration

of democratic economies within a Communist structure. Some suggest these experiments are

in preparation for China’s attempt to negotiate Taiwan’s reintegration, to demonstrate how such

a union could benefit all.”“And what of the growing nuclear arsenal in China?”Jeffrey spoke

more rapidly, warming to the discussion. “Their nuclear and missile technologies were stolen

from us. But China’s current manufacturing infrastructure is well behind their ability to utilize

these newest technologies. In many ways, they are still an agrarian state, ill-suited for rapid

nuclear proliferation.”“And your assessment?”“The Chinese have witnessed how such

proliferation bankrupted the Soviet Union. They would not want to repeat the same mistake. In

the next decade, China needs to bolster its own technological infrastructure if it hopes to

maintain its global position. It can’t afford a pissing contest with the United States over a

nuclear arsenal.”“A pissing contest?”Jeffrey’s eyes grew wide. He turned crimson. “I’m sorry

—”The President held up a hand. “No, I appreciate the analogy.”Jeffrey suddenly felt like a fool.

What nonsense had he been spouting? How dare he think his views warranted President

Bishop’s time?The President straightened from the desk and slipped into his jacket. “I think

you’re right, Mr. Hessmire. Neither country wants to finance a new Cold War.”“No, sir,” Jeffrey

mumbled softly.“There may be hope to settle this matter before our relations sour further, but

it’ll take a deft hand.” The President strode toward the door. “Finish your work here, Mr.

Hessmire, and join us for the festivities in the atrium. You shouldn’t miss the first solar eclipse

of this new millennium.”Jeffrey found his tongue too thick to reply as the President exited the

room. He fumbled for his chair and sank into it. President Bishop had listened to him…had

agreed with him!Thanking the stars for such good fortune, Jeffrey sat up straighter and

returned to his work with renewed vigor.This day promised to be one to remember.iiDuring4:44

P.M. Pacific Standard TimeSan Francisco, CaliforniaFrom the balcony of her office building,



Doreen McCloud stared out over San Francisco Bay. The view extended all the way to the

piers. She could even see the crowds gathered at Ghirardelli Square, where a party was under

way. But the crowds below failed to hold her attention. Instead she gazed above the bay at a

once-in-a-lifetime sight.A black sun hung over the blue waters—the corona flaming bright

around the eclipsing moon.Wearing a sleek set of eclipse goggles purchased from Sharper

Image, Doreen watched as jets of fire burst in long streams from the sun’s edge. Solar flares.

The astronomy experts on CNN had predicted a spectacular eclipse due to the unusual

sunspot activity coinciding with the lunar event. Their predictions had proven true.On either

side of her gasps of delight and awe rose from the other lawyers and secretarial staff.Along

flare blew forth from the sun’s surface. A radio playing in the background burst with a stream of

static, proving true another of the astronomers’ predictions. CNN had warned that the sunspot

activity would cause brief interference as the solar winds bombarded the upper

atmosphere.Doreen marveled at the black sun and its reflection in the bay. What a wonderful

time to be alive!“Did anyone feel that?” one of the secretaries asked with mild concern.Then

Doreen sensed it—a trembling underfoot. Everyone grew deathly quiet. The radio squelched

sharply with static. Clay flower pots began to rattle.“Earthquake!” someone yelled

needlessly.After living for so many years in San Francisco, temblors were not a reason for

panic. Still, at the back of all minds was the fear of “the Big One.”“Everyone inside,” the head of

the firm ordered.In a mass, the crowd surged toward the open doorway. Doreen held back. She

searched the skies above the bay. The black sun hung over the waters like some hole in the

sky.She remembered, then, the one other prediction for this day. She pictured the old homeless

woman dressed in rags—and her dog.We’re all going to die today.Doreen backed from the

balcony rail toward the open door. Under her heels the balcony began to rock and buck

violently. This was no minor quake.“Hurry!” their boss commanded, taking charge. “Everyone

get to safety!”Doreen fled toward the interior offices, but in her heart she knew no safety would

be found there. They were all going to die.4:44 P.M. PST (2:44 P.M. Local Time)Aleutian

Islands, AlaskaFrom the cliffs of Glacial Point, Jimmy Pomautuk stared at the eclipsing sun.

Nanook, paced restlessly at his side. Off to the left the trio from England shouted to one

another in awe, the cold long forgotten in the excitement. The flash and whir of cameras

peppered their exuberant outcries.“Did you see that flare!”“Bloody Christ! These pictures are

going to be fantastic!”Sighing, Jimmy sank to his seat on the cold stone. He leaned back

against the wooden totem as he stared out at the black sun above the Pacific. The quality of

the light was strange, casting the islands in a starkness that seemed unreal. Even the sea itself

had turned glassy with a bluish-silver sheen.At his side, Nanook again began a soft growl. The

dog had been spooky all morning. He must not understand what had happened to the sunlight.

“It’s just the hungry whale spirit eating the sun,” he consoled the dog in a low whisper. He

reached for Nanook but found the dog gone.Frowning, Jimmy glanced over his shoulder. The

large malamute stood trembling a few paces away. The dog did not stare at the sun above the

Pacific, but off to the north.“My God!” Jimmy stood up, following Nanook’s gaze.The entire

northern skies, darkened by the eclipse, were lit with waves and eddies of glowing azures and

vibrant reds. They spread from the northern horizon to climb high in the sky. Jimmy knew what

he was viewing—the aurora borealis, the Northern Lights. In all his life, he had never seen the

magnitude of this display. The lights swirled and churned in sweeping waves, like a glowing sea

in the sky.One of the Englishmen spoke, drawn by Jimmy’s shocked outburst. “I thought the

borealis wasn’t seen this time of year.”“It’s not,” Jimmy answered quietly.The Englishwoman,

Eileen, moved closer to Jimmy, a camera glued to her face. “It’s beautiful. Almost better than

the eclipse.”“The solar flares must be causing this,” her companion answered. “Showering the



upper atmosphere with energized particles.”Jimmy remained silent. To the Inuit, the

appearance of the Northern Lights was fraught with omens and significance. A borealis in the

summer was considered a harbinger of disaster.As if hearing his inner thought, the totem

trembled under Jimmy’s palm. Nanook began to whine, something his dog never did.“Is the

ground shaking?” Eileen asked, finally lowering her camera with a look of concern.As answer,

a violent quake suddenly shook the island. With a stifled scream, Eileen fell to her hands and

knees. The two Englishmen went to her aid.Jimmy kept his feet, fingers still clutching the

wooden totem.“What are we going to do?” the woman screamed.“It’ll be fine,” her friend

consoled. “We’ll ride it out.”Jimmy stared at the islands, bathed in that otherworldly light. Oh

God. He whispered a prayer of thanks that his son had left for the mainland.Out in the Pacific,

the most distant islands of the Aleutian chain were sinking into the depths, like gigantic sea

beasts submerging under the waves. At long last the gods of the sea had come to claim these

islands.4:44 P.M. PST (10:44 A.M. Local Time)Hagatna, Territory of GuamIn the garden atrium

of the governor’s mansion, Jeffrey Hessmire stared in awe at the total eclipse of the sun.

Though he had seen partial eclipses during his twenty-six years, he had never witnessed a

total one. The island of Guam had been chosen for the summit because of its position as the

only American territory in the path of full totality.Jeffrey was thrilled at the chance to witness

this rare sight. He had finished typing and photocopying the Secretary of State’s notes with

enough time left over to catch the tail end of the solar spectacle.Wearing a pair of cheap

eclipse-viewing glasses, Jeffrey stood with the other U.S. delegates by the west entrance to the

gardens. The Chinese faction huddled on the far side of the atrium. There was little mingling

between the two groups, as if the Pacific still separated them.Ignoring the tension in the atrium,

Jeffrey continued to watch the sun’s corona flare in violent bursts around the shadowed moon.

A few of the flares jetted far into the dark sky.A voice spoke at his shoulder. “Wondrous, isn’t

it?”Jeffrey turned to find the President directly behind him again. “President Bishop!” Jeffrey

began to take off his glasses.“Leave them on. Enjoy the view. Another is not expected for two

decades.”“Y-Yes, sir.”Jeffrey slowly returned to his study of the sky.The President, also staring

up, spoke softly at his side. “To the Chinese, an eclipse is a warning that the tides of fate are

about to change significantly—either for the better or the worse.”“It will be for the better,” Jeffrey

answered. “For both our peoples.”President Bishop clapped him on the shoulder. “The

optimism of youth. I should have you speak to the Vice President.” He finished the statement

with a derisive snort.Jeffrey understood this response. Lawrence Nafe, the Vice President, held

his own views on how to handle one of the last Communist strongholds. While outwardly

supporting Bishop’s diplomatic attempt to resolve the Chinese situation, behind the scenes

Nafe argued for a more aggressive stance.“You’ll succeed in ironing out an agreement,” Jeffrey

said. “I’m sure of it.”“There’s that damned optimism again.” The President began to turn away,

nodding at a signal from the Secretary of State. With a tired sigh, he clapped Jeffrey on the

shoulder again. “It seems it’s time once again to try mending fences between our two

countries.”As President Bishop stepped away, the ground started to shake underfoot.Jeffrey felt

the President’s grip on his shoulder tighten. Both men fought to keep their feet. “Earthquake!”

Jeffrey yelled.All around them the sound of breaking glass rattled. Jeffrey looked up, shielding

his face with an arm. All the windows of the governor’s mansion had shattered. Several

members of the delegation, those nearest the walls of the atrium, were on the ground,

lacerated and bleeding amid the shower of shards.Jeffrey thought to go to their aid, but he

feared abandoning the President. Across the atrium, the Chinese members of the summit were

fleeing inside the governor’s mansion, seeking shelter.“Mr. President, we need to get you to

safety,” Jeffrey said.The rumbling grew worse underfoot. An ice sculpture of a long-necked



swan toppled.Flanked by two burly Secret Service agents, the Secretary of State fought his

way through the terrified crowd to join them. Once there, Tom Elliot grabbed the President’s

elbow. He had to yell to be heard above the rumbling and crashing. “C’mon, Dan, let’s get you

back to Air Force One. If this island’s coming apart, I want you out of here.”Bishop shook off the

man’s hand. “But I can’t leave—”Somewhere to the east there was a loud explosion, drowning

out all conversation. A fireball blew into the sky.Jeffrey spoke up first. “Sir, you have to go.”The

President’s face remained tight with concern and worry. Jeffrey knew the man had served in

Vietnam and was not one to run from adversity.“You must,” Tom added. “You can’t risk yourself,

Dan. You don’t have that luxury anymore…not since you took the oath of office.”The President

bowed under the weight of their argument. The temblors grew worse; cracks skittered up the

brick walls of the mansion.“Fine. Let’s go,” he said tightly. “But I feel like a coward.”“I ordered the

limo to meet you out back,” the Secretary said, then turned to Jeffrey as the President strode

away with the pair of Secret Service agents in tow. “Stay with Bishop. Get him on board that

plane.”“What…what about you?”Tom backed a step away. “I’m going to round up as many of

our delegation as possible and herd them to the airport.” But before he turned away, he fixed

Jeffrey with a stern stare. “Make sure that plane takes off if there is even the slightest risk of

trapping the President here. Don’t wait for us.”Jeffrey swallowed hard and nodded, then hurried

off.Once at the President’s side, Jeffrey heard the man mumble as he stared at the eclipsed

sun, “It seems the Chinese were right.”iiiAnd the Aftermath6:45 P.M. Pacific Standard TimeSan

Francisco, CaliforniaAs night neared, Doreen McCloud worked her way through the broken

asphalt toward Russian Hill. Rumors told of a Salvation Army refugee camp up there. She

prayed it was true. Thirsty, hungry, she shivered in the cold as the eternal fog of the bay crept

over the ravaged city. The earthquakes had finally ended, except for the occasional aftershock,

but the damage had been done.Exhausted, legs trembling, Doreen glanced over her shoulder

and stared out at what once had been a handsome city shining above the bay. The stench of

smoke and soot clung to everything. Fires underlit the mists, creating a reddish halo over the

devastation. From here, San Francisco lay shattered all the way to the water. Huge chasms

cracked the city, as if a giant hammer had struck.Emergency sirens still echoed, but there was

nothing left to save. Only a handful of buildings were undamaged. Most others lay toppled or

stood with their facades fallen away to reveal the ravaged rooms within.Doreen had grown

numb to the number of bodies she had crossed on her way to higher ground. Bleeding from a

scalp wound, she had escaped almost unscathed, but her heart ached for the families

gathered around burned homes and broken bodies. But she shared the one feature she saw in

all she passed—eyes deadened from pain and shock.A flare of light appeared atop the next hill

—not fire, but clear, white light. Hope surged. Surely this was the Salvation Army’s camp. She

continued onward, her stomach growling, her pace hurried.Oh please…She climbed and

crawled her way forward. Rounding an overturned bus, she came upon the source of the bright

light. A crowd of men, dirty and ash-fouled, were digging through the remains of a hardware

store. They had a crate of flashlights open and were passing them around.As night rapidly

approached, a source of light would be essential.Doreen stumbled toward them. Perhaps they

would give her one.Two of the men glanced her way. She met their gazes, mouth open to ask

for aid, then saw the hardness in their eyes.She stopped, realizing that the men wore identical

clothes. There were numbers stitched across their backs under the words: CALIFORNIA

MUNICIPAL PENAL SYSTEM. Convicts. Wide grins spread across the men’s faces.She turned

to flee but found one of the escaped prisoners standing behind her. She tried to strike him, but

he knocked her arm aside and slapped her on the face, hard, driving her to her knees.Blinded

by pain and shock, Doreen heard the approach of others behind her. “No,” she moaned, curling



into a ball.“Leave her,” one of them barked. “We don’t have time. We wanna be out of this

fuckin’ city before the National Guard hauls in here.”Grumbles met this response, but Doreen

heard the scuff of heels as her attackers backed away. She started crying, relieved and

terrified.The leader stepped in front of her.Teary-eyed, she lifted her face, ready to thank him

for his mercy. Instead, she found herself staring into the muzzle of a handgun. The leader

yelled back toward the ravaged store, “Grab any extra ammo! And don’t forget the camp stoves

and butane!” Without ever looking down at her, he pulled the trigger.Doreen heard the crack of

the weapon, felt her body flung backward, then the world was gone.8:15 P.M. PST (6:15 P.M.

Local Time)Aleutian Islands, AlaskaAs night approached, Jimmy Pomautuk clung to the totem

pole depicting his ancestors’ gods. Where once it had stood proudly atop the heights of Glacial

Point, it now floated in the sea, bobbing in the waves. Jimmy clung to it. He tried his best to

keep his body above the waterline, but the waves constantly tried to wash him from his perch

atop the totem.Hours ago he had hacked the totem from its cement base as the water rose up

the cliff face of Glacial Point. The island had sunk surprisingly smoothly, giving him plenty of

time to use a hand ax from the warming shed to free the length of wood. Once the waters had

neared the summit, he flung it over the edge. The trio of English tourists had long since fled

down the path toward Port Royson. Jimmy had tried to stop them, but they wouldn’t listen.

Panic had made them deaf.Alone, he had leaped from the cliff and swam out to the floating

totem. Only Nanook, the large malamute, had remained at the cliff’s edge, unsure what to do,

stalking back and forth. Jimmy could not save his old dog. He knew it would be hard enough for

him to survive.With a heavy heart he had straddled the totem and begun paddling toward the

distant mainland. Nanook’s bark echoed over the waters until the island vanished fully behind

him.As if his guilt plagued him now, he heard the barking again. But it was no ghost. Twisting

around, he saw something splashing toward him from several yards away. Jimmy spotted the

flash of black and white fur.Joy and concern mixed in his heart. The old dog had refused to

give up, and as much as Jimmy tried to remain practical, he knew he would do what he could

to rescue it. “C’mon, Nanook!” he yelled through chattering teeth. “Get your wet butt over

here.”A smile cracked his blue lips as a bark answered him.Then he saw something rise from

the waves behind his paddling dog. A long black fin, too tall for a shark. Orca. Killer

whale.Jimmy’s heart clenched. He reached a hand toward his dog, but it was useless. The fin

sank away. Jimmy held his breath, praying to the old gods to spare his companion.Abruptly, a

burst of whitewater erupted around the dog. Nanook whined, sensing his doom. Then the great

dog vanished into a surge of bloody froth. The black fin rose briefly, then sank away.Motionless,

Jimmy floated on his man-made log, fingers clinging to images of his ancestors’ gods: Bear,

Eagle, and Orca. Silence loomed over the sea. The ocean had quickly settled, leaving no

evidence of the savage attack.Jimmy felt hot tears flowing down his frozen cheeks. In grief, he

rested his forehead against the wood.The character of the light changed then. Jimmy lifted his

face. The darkening skies now blazed an unnatural red. Craning his neck, he saw the source

off to the left. A rescue flare high in the sky. And in the glaring brightness, he spotted a Coast

Guard cutter gliding through the waters.He sat up, waving an arm and yelling. “Help!” He fought

to keep his balance on the bobbing wood.A short beep of a horn answered him. Then faint

words reached him from a megaphone. “We see you! Stay where you are!”Lowering his arm,

Jimmy settled closer to his pole. He let out a long sigh of relief. Then he sensed it. The

presence of something nearby. He turned his head to stare forward.Another long black dorsal

fin surfaced directly in front of him, its forward edge brushing the end of the wood, nudging it,

testing it.Jimmy slowly pulled his feet from the water.Then on his left, another fin arose…and

another. The pod of killer whales slowly circled him. Jimmy knew the cutter would never arrive



in time. He was right. Something struck the underside of the totem, jolting it a full yard into the

air, and he went flying, fingers scrambling for wood.He struck the ocean and sank. He was

already so cold that he barely felt the icy chill. He opened his eyes under the water, salt

burning. In the flare’s fiery light, Jimmy saw the huge shadows still circling. He tried not to

move, though his frozen lungs screamed for air. He allowed his natural buoyancy to float him

toward the surface.Before he reached the waves, one of the shadows moved nearer. For a

moment he stared back into a fist-sized black eye. Then his head broke the surface. Jimmy

bent his neck and gasped for a breath of air.The Coast Guard cutter bore toward his position at

full speed. The crew members must have seen the attack.Jimmy closed his eyes. Too

far.Something clamped on his legs. No pain, only a fierce tightness. His limbs were too frozen

to feel the teeth. As the Coast Guard spotlight swept over him, his body was yanked away,

dragged into the depths by the gods of his ancestors.10:56 P.M. PST (6:56 P.M. Local

Time)Boeing 747-200B, cruising at 30,000 feet, en route from GuamIn the paneled conference

room aboard Air Force One, Jeffrey Hessmire watched the President respond to the worldwide

emergency. Gathered around the table were his senior staff and advisors.“Give me a quick

summary, Tom. How extensive were the quakes?”Secretary of State Elliot, his left arm splinted

and carried in a sling, sat to the President’s right. Jeffrey noticed the morphine glaze to Tom

Elliot’s eyes, but the man remained remarkably alert and sharp. One-handed, he shuffled

through the ream of printouts atop the table. “It’s too early to get any clear answers, but it

appears the entire Pacific Rim was affected. Reports are coming in from as far south as New

Zealand and as far north as Alaska. Also from Japan and China in the east, and from the entire

western coast of Central and South America.”“And the United States? Any further word?”Tom’s

face grew grim. “Reports remain chaotic. San Francisco is still experiencing hourly aftershocks.

Los Angeles is burning.” Tom glanced down at one sheet and seemed unwilling to report what

lay there. “The entire Aleutian Island chain of Alaska is gone.”Shocked murmuring rose from

around the table.“Is that possible?” the President asked.“It’s been confirmed by satellite,” Tom

said softly. “We’re also finally getting reports from Hawaii.” He glanced up from his pile of

papers. “Tidal waves struck the islands forty minutes after the initial quakes. Honolulu is still

underwater. The hotels of Waikiki lay toppled like dominoes.”As the litany of tragedies

continued, the President’s face drained of color; his lips drew in, to tight lines. Jeffrey had never

seen President Bishop look so old. “So many dead…” Jeffrey heard him mutter under his

breath.Tom finally finished his report, detailing the explosion of a volcanic peak near Seattle.

The city lay under three feet of ash.“The Ring of Fire,” Jeffrey whispered to himself. He was

overheard.President Bishop turned to him. “What was that, Mr. Hessmire?”Jeffrey found all

eyes turning to him. “Th-The Pacific Rim has also been nicknamed the Ring of Fire, because of

its extensive geological activity—earthquakes, volcanic eruptions.”The President nodded,

swinging back to Tom. “Yes, but why now? Why so suddenly? What triggered this geologic

explosion throughout the Pacific?”Tom shook his head. “We’re still a long way from

investigating that question. Right now we must dig our country out of the rubble. The Joint

Chiefs and Cabinet are convening by order of the Vice President. The Office of Emergency

Services is at full alert. They just await our instructions.”“Then let’s get to work, gentlemen,” the

President began. “We’ve—”The plane bucked under them. Several members of the staff were

thrown from their seats. The President kept his place.“What the hell was that?” Tom swore.As if

hearing him, the captain came on the intercom. “Sorry for that little bump, but we’ve run into

some unexpected turbulence. We…we may be in for a rough ride. Please secure your seat

belts.”Jeffrey heard the false cheer in the pilot’s voice. Worry rang behind his words. The

President, whose eyes were narrowed, glanced at Tom.“I’ll check on it.” Tom began to unbuckle



his seat belt.The President put a hand on Tom’s injured arm, restraining him. He turned instead

to Jeffrey and motioned to a member of his security team. “You boys have better legs than us

old men.”Jeffrey unsnapped his seat buckle. “Of course.” He stood and joined the blue-suited

Secret Service agent at the door.Together they left the conference room and worked their way

forward, past the President’s suite of private rooms and toward the cockpit of the Boeing 747.

As they neared the cockpit door, Jeffrey caught a flash of brilliance from out one of the side

windows.“What was—” he started to ask when the plane tilted savagely.Jeffrey struck the port

bulkhead and crashed to the floor. He felt his eardrums pop. Through the door to the cockpit,

he heard frantic yells from among the flight crew, screamed orders, panic.He pulled himself up,

his face pressed to the porthole window. “Oh my God…”11:18 P.M. PST (2:18 A.M. Local

Time)Air Mobility Command, Andrews Air Force Base, MarylandTech Sergeant Mitch Clemens

grabbed the red phone above his bank of radar screens. He keyed in for the hard-link

scrambled and coded to the base commander. With Andrews on full alert, the phone was

answered immediately.“Yes?”“Sir, we have a problem.”“What is it?”Sweating, Mitch Clemens

stared at his monitor, at the aircraft designation VC-25A. Normally it glowed a bright yellow on

the screen. It now blinked. Red.The tech sergeant’s voice trembled. “We’ve lost Air Force

One.”1NautilusJuly 24, 3:35 P.M.75 miles SW of Wake Island, Central PacificJack Kirkland had

missed the eclipse.Where he glided, there was no sun, only the perpetual darkness of the

ocean’s abysmal deep. The sole illumination came from a pair of xenon lamps set in the nose

of his one-man submersible. His new toy, the Nautilus 2000, was out on its first deep-dive test.

The eight-foot titanium minisub was shaped like a fat torpedo topped by an acrylic plastic

dome. Attached to its underside was a stainless steel frame that mounted the battery pods,

thruster assembly, electrical can, and lights.Ahead, the brilliance of the twin lamps drilled a

cone of visibility that extended a hundred feet in front of him. He fingered the controls,

sweeping the arc back and forth, searching. Out the corner of his eye he checked the analog

depth gauge. Approaching fifteen hundred feet. The bottom of the trench must be close. His

sonar reading on the computer screen confirmed his assessment. No more than two fathoms.

The pings of the sonar grew closer and closer.Seated, Jack’s head and shoulders protruded

into the acrylic plastic dome of the hull, giving him a panoramic view of his surroundings. While

the cabin was spacious for most men, it was a tight fit for Jack’s six-foot-plus frame. It’s like

driving an MG convertible, he thought, except you steer with your toes.The two foot pedals in

the main hull controlled not only acceleration, but also maneuvered the four one-horsepower

thrusters. With practiced skill Jack eased the right pedal while depressing the toe of the left

pedal. The craft dove smoothly to the left. Lights swept forward. Ahead, the seabed came into

view, appearing out of the endless gloom.Jack slowed his vehicle to a gentle glide as he

entered a natural wonderland, a deep ocean oasis.Under him, fields of tubeworms lay spread

across the valley floor of the mid-Pacific mountain range. Riftia pachyptila. The clusters of six-

foot-long tubes with their bloodred worms were like an otherworldly topiary waving at him as he

passed, gently swaying in the current. To either side, on the lower slopes, giant clams lay

stacked shell-to-shell, open, soft fronds filtering the sea. Among them stalked bright red

galatheid crabs on long, spindly legs.Movement drew Jack’s attention forward. A thick eyeless

eel slithered past, teeth bright in the xenon lamp. A school of curious fish followed next, led by

a large brown lantern fish. The brazen fellow swam right up to the glass bubble, a deep-sea

gargoyle ogling the strange intruder inside. Minuscule bioluminescent lights winked along the

large fish’s sides, announcing its territorial aggression.Other denizens displayed their lights.

Under him, pink pulses ran through tangles of bamboo coral. Around the dome, tiny blue-green

lights flashed, the creatures too small and translucent to be seen clearly.The sight reminded



Jack of flurries of fireflies from his Tennessee childhood. Having lived all his young life in

landlocked Tennessee, Jack had instantly fallen in love with the ocean, enthralled by its wide

expanses, its endless blue, its changing moods.A swirl of lights swarmed around the

dome.“Unbelievable,” he muttered to himself, wearing a wide grin. Even after all this time, the

sea found ways to surprise him.In response, his radio earpiece buzzed. “What was that,

Jack?”Frowning, Jack silently cursed the throat microphone taped under his larynx. Even

fifteen hundred feet under the sea, he could not completely shut out the world above. “Nothing,

Lisa,” he answered. “Just admiring the view.”“How’s the new sub handling?”“Perfectly. Are you

receiving the Bio-Sensor readings?” Jack asked, touching the clip on his earlobe. The laser

spectrometer built into the clip constantly monitored his blood-gas levels.Dr. Lisa Cummings

had garnered a National Science Foundation grant to study the physiological effects of deep-

sea work. “Respiration, temperature, cabin pressure, oxygen supply, ballast, carbon dioxide

scrubbers. All green up here. Any evidence of seismic activity?”“No. All quiet.”Two hours ago,

as Jack had first begun his descent in the Nautilus, Charlie Mollier, the geologist, had reported

strange seismic readings, harmonic vibrations radiating through the deep-sea mountain range.

For safety’s sake he had suggested that Jack return to the surface. “Come watch the eclipse

with us,” Charlie had radioed earlier in his Jamaican accent. “It’s spectacular, mon. We can

always dive tomorrow.”Jack had refused. He had no interest in the eclipse. If the quakes

worsened, he could always surface. But during the long descent, the strange seismic readings

had faded away. Charlie’s voice over the radio had eventually lost its strained edge.Jack

touched his throat mike. “So you all done worrying up there?”A pause was followed by a

reluctant “Yes.”Jack imagined the blond doctor rolling her eyes. “Thanks, Lisa. Signing off. Time

for a little privacy.” He yanked the Bio-Sensor clip from his earlobe.It was a small victory. The

remainder of the Bio-Sensor system would continue to report on the sub’s environmental

status, but not his personal information. At least it gave him a bit of isolation from the world

above—and this was what Jack liked best about diving. The isolation, the peace, the quiet.

Here there was only the moment. Lost in the deep, his past had no power to haunt him.From

the sub’s speakers the strange noises of the abysmal deep echoed through the small space: a

chorus of eerie pulses, chirps, and high-frequency squeals. It was like listening in on another

planet.Around him was a world deadly to surface dwellers: endless darkness, crushing

pressures, toxic waters. But life somehow found a way to thrive here, fed not by sunlight, but by

poisonous clouds of hydrogen sulfide that spewed from hot vents called “black smokers.”Jack

glided near one of these vents now. It was a thirty-meter-tall chimney stack, belching dark

clouds of mineral-rich boiling waters from its top. As he passed, white clouds of bacteria were

disturbed by his thrusters, creating a mini-blizzard behind him. These microorganisms were the

basis for life here, microscopic engines that converted hydrogen sulfide into energy.Jack gave

the chimney a wide berth. Still, as his sub slid past he watched the external temperature

readings climb quickly. The vents themselves could reach temperatures over seven hundred

degrees Fahrenheit, hot enough, he knew, to parboil him in his little sub.“Jack?” The worried

voice of the team’s medical doctor again whispered in his ear. She must have noticed the

temperature changes.“Just a smoker. Nothing to worry about,” he answered.Using the foot

pedals, he eased the minisub past the chimney stack and continued on a gentle dive, following

the trench floor. Though life down here fascinated him, Jack had a more important objective

than just admiring the view.For the past year, he and his team aboard the Deep Fathom had

been hunting for the wreck of the Kochi Maru, a Japanese freighter lost during WWII. Their

research into its manifest suggested the ship bore a large shipment of gold bullion, spoils of

war. From studying navigation and weather maps, Jack had narrowed the search to ten square



nautical miles of the Central Pacific mountain range. It had been a long shot, a gamble that

after a year had not looked like it was going to pay off—until yesterday, when their sonar had

picked up a suspicious shadow on the ocean’s bottom.Jack was chasing that shadow now. He

glanced at the sub’s computer. It fed him sonar data from his boat far overhead. Whatever had

cast that shadow was about a hundred yards from his current position. He flipped on his own

side-scanning sonar to monitor the bed’s terrain as he moved closer.A ridge of rock appeared

out of the gloom. He worked the pedals and swerved in a wide arc around the obstruction. The

abundant sea life began to dissipate, the oasis vanishing behind him. Ahead, the seabed floor

became a stretch of empty silt. His thrusters wafted up plumes as he passed. Like driving down

a dusty back road.Jack circled the spur of rock. Ahead, another ridge appeared, a foothill in the

Central Pacific range. It blocked his progress. He pulled the sub to a hovering halt and released

a bit of ballast, meaning to climb over the ridge. As he began to drift upward, a slight current

caught his sub, dragging him forward. Jack fought the current with his thrusters, stabilizing his

craft. What the hell? He nudged the craft forward, skirting toward the top of the ridge.“Jack,”

Lisa whispered in his ear again, “are you passing another smoker chimney? I’m reading

warmer temperatures.”“No, but I’m not sure what—Son of a bitch!” His sub had crested the

ridge. He saw what lay on the far side.“What is it, Jack?” Fear quavered in Lisa’s voice. “Are

you okay?”Beyond the ridge a new valley opened up, but this was no oasis of life. Ahead was a

hellish landscape. Glowing cracks crisscrossed the sea floor. Molten rock flowed forth,

shadowy crimson in the gloom as it quickly cooled. Tiny bubbles obscured the view. Jack

fought the thermal current. The flow kept trying to roll him forward. From the hydrophone’s

speakers a steady roar arose.“My God…”“Jack, what did you find? The temp readings are

climbing rapidly.”He needed no instruments to tell him that. The interior of the sub grew warmer

with each breath. “It’s a new vent opening.”A second voice came on the horn. It was Charlie,

the geologist. “Careful, Jack, I’m still picking up weak surges from down there. It’s far from

stable.”“I’m not leaving yet.”“You shouldn’t risk—”Jack interrupted, “I’ve found the Kochi

Maru.”“What?”“The ship is here…but I don’t know for how long.” As the sub hovered atop the

ridge, Jack stared out the acrylic dome. On the far side of the hellish valley lay the wreck of a

long trawler, its hull cracked into two sections. In the dull glow, the shattered windows of the

pilothouse stared back at him. On the bow were printed black Japanese letters. He was well-

familiar with the name: KOCHI MARU. Spring Wind.But the name no longer fit the

wreck.Around the ship, molten rock welled and flowed, forming ribbons and pools of magma,

steaming as it quickly cooled in the frigid depths. The forward half of the ship lay directly over

one of the vents. Jack watched as the steel ship began to sink, melting into the magma.“It’s

smack dab in the middle of hell,” Jack reported. “I’m gonna get a closer look.”“Jack…” It was

Lisa again, her voice hard with a pending command. But she hesitated. She knew him too well.

A long sigh followed. “Just keep a watch on the external temp readings. Titanium isn’t

impervious to extreme temperatures. Especially the seals—”“I understand. No unnecessary

risks.” Jack pushed both foot pedals. The sub shot off the ridge, climbing higher at the same

time. As he glided toward the wreck, he watched the temperature continue to rise.Seventy-

five…one hundred…110…Sweat pebbled Jack’s forehead and his hands grew slick. If one of

the sub’s seals should weaken and break, the crushing weight at this depth would kill him in

less than a second.He climbed higher, until the temperature dropped below a hundred again.

Satisfied he was safe, he goosed the sub, passing over the valley. Soon he hovered over the

wreck itself. Tilting the sub on its side, he circled the broken ship.Leaning a bit, Jack stared

down at the wreck. From this vantage point, he could see the broken stern resting a full fifty

yards from the bow. The hollow cavity of the rear hold was turned away from the vents. Across



the silt, lit by the fiery glow of the nearby vents, lay a scattering of crates, half buried, wood

long turned to black from the decades it was submerged.“How’s it looking, Jack?” Lisa

asked.Narrowing his eyes, he studied the spilled contents of the wreck. “Ain’t pretty, that’s for

damn sure.”After a studied pause, Lisa came back on. “Well…?”“I don’t know. I mortgaged the

ship and the old family ranch to finance this trip. To come up empty-handed—”“I know, but all

the gold in the world’s not worth your life.”He could not argue with that. Still, he loved the old

homestead: the rolling green hills, the whitewashed fences. He had inherited the hundred-acre

ranch after his father died of pancreatic cancer. Jack had been only twenty-one. The debts had

forced him out of the University of Tennessee and into the Armed Services. Though he could

have sold the place and finished school, he had refused. The land had been in the family for

five generations—but truthfully it was more personal than that. By the time his father had

passed away, his mother was already long in her grave, succumbing to complications from a

simple appendectomy when he was a boy, leaving no other children. Jack hardly remembered

her, just pictures on the wall and a handful of memories tied to the place. No matter what, he

refused to lose even these slim memories to the bank.Lisa interrupted his reverie. “I could

always try extending my NSF grant and scrounge up more funds.” It was her government

money that had allowed them to lease the Nautilus and test its patented Bio-Sensor system.“It

won’t be enough,” Jack grumbled. Secretly he had hoped to garner sufficient funds from a

successful haul here to clear his debts, with a stash left over to finance a lifetime of treasure

hunting.That is, if the Kochi Maru’s manifests were accurate….Jack ignored caution and

obeyed his heart. He shoved both foot pedals. The submersible dove in a tight spiral down

toward the broken stern of the Kochi Maru. What would it hurt to take a fast peek?The

temperature gauge began to climb again: 110…120…130…He stopped looking.“Jack…the

readings…”“I know. I’m just going to take a closer look at the ship. No risks.”“At least replace

your Bio-Sensor clip so I can monitor you.”Jack wiped sweat from his eyes and sighed. “Okay,

Mother.” He slipped the sensor to his earlobe. “Happy now?”“Ecstatic. Now don’t kill

yourself.”Jack heard the worry behind her light words. “Just keep one of those Heinekens in the

cooler for me.”“Will do.”As he neared the seabed, Jack lowered the sub behind the wreck’s

stern and edged toward the open rear hold. The giant prop and screw dwarfed his vehicle.

Even here life thrived. The old hull, draped in runnels of rust, had become an artificial reef for

mussels and coral.Clearing the keel, he spun the sub and aimed his lights into the hold. He

glanced at the temperature reading. One forty. At least the rising heat had stabilized in the

shadow of the ship’s bulk. Beyond the dark ship, the seas radiated a fierce crimson, as if an

abysmal sun were rising nearby. Jack ignored the heat, his back and seat now slick in his

neoprene suit.Lifting the sub’s nose, he pointed the xenon lamps into the heart of the dark

hold. Two large eyes glared back at him from the hold’s cavern.His heart jumped. “What the

hell…?”Then the monster was upon him. It sprang out of its man-made den. Long, sinuous,

silver. The sea serpent shot toward him. Mouth open in a silent scream of rage.Jack gasped,

scrambling for the controls to the sub’s hydraulic manipulator arms. He waved the titanium

arms, trying to defend himself, but mostly just flailing in his shock.At the last moment the

creature shied from his frantic waving and flashed past him. Jack watched its long silver-scaled

body rush past like a sinewy locomotive. It had to be at least seventy feet long. His tiny craft

was buffeted by the creature’s passage, spinning in place.Jack craned his neck around and

watched the creature flee, disappearing into the midnight waters with a flick of its tapering tail.

Now he recognized it for what it was. A rare beast, but no serpent. It had clearly been as

spooked by the chance encounter as he was. Jack forced his heart out of his throat, swallowing

hard. “Goddamn!” he swore as he stabilized the sub, spinning in the creature’s wake. “Whoever



said there are no sea monsters?”Static rasped in his ear. “Sea monsters?” It was Lisa

again.“An orefish,” he explained.“God, your heart rate almost doubled! You must have—”A new

voice interrupted the doctor. It was Robert Bonaczek, the group’s marine biologist. “An orefish?

Regalecus glesne?” he asked, using the fish’s Latin name. “Are you sure?”“Yep, a big one.

Seventy feet if it’s an inch.”“Did you get any pictures?”Jack blushed, remembering his panic. As

a former Navy SEAL, he knew his response to being attacked by a deep-sea monster had

been less than heroic. He wiped his damp forehead. “No…uh, there was not enough time.”“A

shame. So little is known. No one suspected they lived so deep.”“Well, this one was living large,

that’s for damn sure. Made its home in the hold of the wreck.” Jack moved his ship forward,

lights again delving into the interior. Crates lay stacked and broken everywhere. The Kochi

Maru had been heavily laden. Jack spotted where the orefish had nested. A cleared-out cubby

near the back. Carefully, he eased his sub into the open hold.Static buzzed in his ear. “Jack,

I’m…don’t know, mon…” Jack recognized the geologist’s voice, but the transmission was

blocked by the walls of the hold as the sub glided inside. It seemed even the vessel’s patented

deep-water radio could not pierce three inches of iron.Jack touched his throat mike. “Say

again.”He received just static and garble.Frowning, he eased off the thruster pedals, meaning

to retreat clear of the hold’s walls. Then his eyes caught a bright glint from deeper in the hold.

He glided the craft gently forward, nose down. His lamps now splayed the floor.Amid the crates,

against the far wall, was a sight that drew a sharp whistle from him. The swipe of the orefish’s

tail as it lunged from its nest had brushed free a few bricks, black with algae, from the top of an

impressive pile. The exposed section revealed the bricks deeper in the pile.Gold, shining

brighter than a Caribbean sun in the reflection of the xenon lamps.Jack inched closer, not

believing his luck. Once in range, he settled his hands on the controls to the external hydraulic

manipulator arms. Having practiced at length, he was familiar with their use. Manning the

controls, he extended the left arm’s pincers to their full length of fifteen feet. He gripped one of

the black bricks, bringing it up to the light. With the other arm, he carefully scraped the

surface.“Gold.” There was no doubt. He grinned widely and used the other arm to grab another

brick, then tapped his throat mike. He had to tell topside. Static squelched sharply. He had

forgotten about the interference by the hull. He backed the sub slowly, careful not to get hung

up on the debris, meanwhile running through several different salvage scenarios. Float bags

wouldn’t work. They’d have to hook a dredge to the sub and make a few hauls.The sub finally

cleared the hold and reentered open water. He was instantly assaulted by someone yelling in

his ear. “Get out of there, mon! Now! Jack, get your ass away from there!” It was Charlie.

Panicked.“What is it?” Jack yelled back. He glanced at the external temperature reading. It had

climbed almost fifty degrees. In the fever of discovering the gold, he had failed to notice the

rising temperature. “Oh shit!”“The seismic readings are spiking, Jack. Radiating out from your

location. Haul ass! You’re sitting on the goddamn epicenter!”Jack’s Navy training kicked in. He

knew when to obey orders. He swung the submersible up and away, chasing after cooler

waters, pushing the Nautilus to its maximum speed of four knots. Jack craned his neck around.

“Damn.”The forward section of the Kochi Maru had melted halfway into the magma pool. The

crisscrossing of magma cracks had widened. But the most ominous sight was how the seabed

now bulged, like a bubble about to burst.Jack had both pedals to the floor, jerking the nose of

the submersible toward the distant surface. He blew all his ballast. The thruster motors whined

as he pushed them to the extreme.“Damn, damn, damn…” he swore in a continuous

litany.“Jack, something’s happening. The readings are—”He heard it before he felt it. A

monstrous roaring from the hydrophones, like thunder rolling through hills. Then the sub caught

the shockwave’s edge, tumbling end over end.Jack’s head struck the optical acrylic dome. As



he spun he caught fleeting glimpses of the seabed.A flaming wound gaped below him. Magma

blew forth, spattering upward. A volcano had opened directly under him. As he flew upward,

spinning without control, the seas around him began to boil. Bubbles as big as his sub

bombarded his ship, striking like fists.He fought the thrusters to maintain some semblance of

direction, but was shaken and jarred about. He tasted blood on his tongue. He tried to raise the

Deep Fathom, yelling. But static was his only response.For what seemed an endless time he

rode the chain of bubbles toward the surface, fighting for control of the sub. He had to get clear

of the volcanic stream. As his ship tumbled, an idea came to him. To survive a riptide a

swimmer had to stop fighting it.He lifted his foot off the right pedal and tapped only the left

thrusters. Instead of trying to stop his spin, he made the vehicle spin faster. He was soon

pinned to the port side of the sub by the centrifugal forces. Still, he kept engaging just the left

thrusters. “C’mon…c’mon…”Then one of the monster bubbles struck the undercarriage of the

submersible. The spinning sub tilted nose-up. The sudden shift pitched the craft end over. Like

a skipping stone, the Nautilus shot free of the bubble stream.As the sub’s tumble slowed, Jack

pulled himself back into his seat. His feet worked the pedals and halted the spin. Sighing in

relief, he aimed for the surface, noting that the midnight waters had already lightened to a weak

twilight. Craning his neck upward, he saw the vague glow of the distant sun.The static in his

ear cleared. “Jack…answer us…can you hear us?”Jack replaced the throat mike. The adhesive

had torn away during his assault. “All clear here,” he said harshly.“Jack!” The relief in Lisa’s

voice was like a cool spray of water. “Where are you?”He checked the depth gauge. Two

hundred twenty feet. He couldn’t believe his rate of ascent. It was lucky his sub was a sealed

one-atmosphere vehicle, maintaining a constant internal pressure. If not, he would have died of

the bends before now. “I’ll be surfacing in about three minutes.”Glancing at his compass, Jack

frowned. The needle spun around as if still dizzy from the tumble. He tapped at it, but the

needle continued to spin. He gave up and touched his mike. “Compass is fried. Not sure how

far off I am, but once up, I’ll hit the GPS beacon so you can track me.”“And what about you?

Are you okay?”“Just bruised and battered.”Charlie came on the line. “For someone who just

survived a volcanic eruption under the seat of his pants, you are damn lucky, mon. I wish I

could’ve seen it.”Jack grinned. The birth of an undersea volcano was surely a geologist’s wet

dream. Jack fingered the hard knot atop his head, wincing. “Believe me, Charlie, I wish you had

been here instead of me, too.”Around Jack, the waters grew from a deep purple to a lighter

aquamarine. “Coming up,” he said.“What about the Kochi Maru?” a new voice asked, hopeful.

Jack was surprised to hear from Professor George Klein, the ship’s historian and cartographer.

The professor seldom left the Deep Fathom’s extensive library.Jack suppressed a groan.

“Sorry, Doc. She’s gone…so is the gold.”With disappointment, George finally responded, “Well,

we can’t even be certain the Kochi Maru’s manifests were accurate. During the war, the

Japanese often falsified records to mask their gold shipments.”Jack pictured the tall pile of

bricks. “It was accurate,” he said gloomily.Charlie came back on the line. “Hey, Jack, it seems

you were not the only one shaken up. Reports are coming in from all over. Earthquakes and

eruptions have been rattling the entire Pacific, coast-to-coast.”Jack frowned. What did he care?

Since leaving the world behind twelve years ago, he had little interest in the rest of the planet.

All that mattered was this single eruption. It had cost him not only a huge fortune, but possibly

even his ship. “Signing off,” he said with a long sigh. “Be topside in one minute.”He watched the

water grow lighter. Soon the bubble of his dome broke the surface. The brightness of the

afternoon sun stung. He shaded his eyes. Off to the west, the seas burbled with steaming

bubbles, marking the site of the undersea volcano. But off to the southeast, he spotted a dark

blip. The Deep Fathom.He hit the distress beacon, activating the GPS locator, then leaned



back to wait. As he stared out over the water, a glint caught his eye. Curious, he sat up

straighter. He reached and fingered the RMS controls to lift the two external arms. As they

were raised, seawater dripped from the titanium limbs.Jack sat straighter, bumping his head

again. “It can’t be….”Sunlight shone brightly off two large bricks, one clamped in each pincer.

He’d forgotten about grabbing them before fleeing the hold of the Kochi Maru. The gold bars

had been scrubbed clean by the rough flight to the surface, but luckily, they had remained

clamped in the hydraulic grips.He whistled appreciatively. “Things are suddenly looking

brighter.”George’s voice came on the line again. “Jack, we’ve got your GPS signal.”“That’s

great!” Jack said, jubilant, barely hearing the words. “And make sure you have the champagne

chilled!”George’s response was clearly puzzled. “Oh…okay…but I thought you should know we

just received a call on the Globalstar.”Jack sobered, sensing an undercurrent of tension. “Who’s

calling?”A long pause. “Admiral Mark Houston.”Jack felt as if he’d been slugged in the stomach.

His former naval commander. “Wh-What? Why?” He had hoped never to hear that name again.

He had put that life behind him.“He’s ordered us to a set of coordinates. About four hundred

nautical miles from here, and—”Jack clenched his fists, interrupting. “Ordered us? Tell him to

take his order and shove it up—”Now George interrupted. “There’s been a plane crash. A

rescue operation is being gathered.”Jack bit his lip. It was the Navy’s right to ask for his aid.

The Deep Fathom was a registered salvage ship. Still, Jack found his hands trembling.Old

memories and emotions flared brighter. He remembered his awe at seeing the shuttle Atlantis

shining brightly in the Florida sunshine, and the pride he felt upon learning he would be the first

Navy SEAL to fly in that bird. But shadowing these pleasant memories were darker ones:

flames, searing pain…a gloved hand reaching for him, voices screaming…slipping, tumbling…

an endless fall.Seated in the Nautilus, Jack felt as if he were still falling.“Did you hear me,

Jack?”Shaking, he could not breathe, let alone answer.“Jack, the plane that crashed…it’s Air

Force One.”2Dragons of OkinawaJuly 25, 6:30 A.M.Naha City, Island of Okinawa,

JapanCrouching behind an alley trash bin, Karen Grace tried her best to avoid the military

patrol. As she hid, two armed servicemen sauntered into view, flashlights in hand. One of them

stopped to light a cigarette. Holding her breath, Karen prayed for them to pass. In the light of

the match, she noticed the insignia on a sleeve. U.S. NAVY.After yesterday’s earthquakes, a

state of martial law had been declared throughout the prefectures of Japan, including the

southern island chain of Okinawa. Looters had been plaguing the city and outlying areas. The

island leaders, overwhelmed by the level of destruction and chaos, had requested support from

the local American military bases, to aid in clean-up, rescue, and protection of the damaged

city.The city’s leaders had set a curfew for Naha from dusk to dawn, and Karen was breaking

that new law. The sun was still a half hour from rising.Move…keep walking, she silently urged

them.As if hearing her, one of the men raised his flashlight and shone it down the alley. Karen

froze, closing her eyes, afraid any movement would draw his attention. She wore an

embroidered dark jacket and black slacks, but she wished she had thought to cover her blond

hair. She felt exposed, sure the two servicemen would spot her. At last the light vanished.Karen

opened her eyes. A mumble followed by a bark of laughter echoed back to her. A crude joke.

The pair continued on their patrol. Relieved, she sagged against the metal Dumpster.From

deeper in the shadows a voice whispered at her, “Are they gone?”Karen pushed up from her

knees. “Yeah, but that was too close.”“We shouldn’t be doing this,” her accomplice hissed,

climbing out of the shadows.Karen helped Miyuki Nakano up. Her friend swore under her

breath, convincingly, considering English was Miyuki’s second language. On leave from her

Japanese university professorship, Miyuki had worked for two years at a Palo Alto Internet firm

and had grown fluent in English. But the petite teacher was clearly out of place here as she



crawled from under a pile of old newspapers and rotted vegetables. Miyuki seldom left her

pristine computer lab at Ryukyu University, and was rarely spotted without her starched and

pressed lab coat.But not this morning.Miyuki wore a dark red blouse and black jeans, both now

prominently stained. Her ebony hair was tied back into a conservative ponytail. She plucked a

spinach leaf from her blouse and flung it away in disgust. “If you weren’t my best friend—”“I

know…and I apologize for the hundredth time.” Karen turned away. “But, Miyuki, you didn’t

have to come along.”“And leave you to venture through Naha alone, meeting with who knows

what manner of scoundrel? It’s just not safe.”Karen nodded. At least this last statement was

true. Sirens echoed throughout the ravaged city. Searchlights from temporary camps cast

beacons into the night skies. Though the curfew had been ordered, shouts and gunfire could

be heard all around. Karen had not expected to find the city in such chaos.Miyuki continued to

complain about their predicament. “Who knows what type of men will be waiting for us? White

slavers? Drug smugglers?”“It’s only one of the local fishermen. Samo vouched for the

man.”“And you trust a senile janitor’s word?”Karen rolled her eyes. Miyuki could worry a hole

through tempered steel. “Samo is anything but senile. If he says this fisherman can take us to

see the Dragons, then I trust him.” She lifted the edge of her jacket to reveal a black leather

shoulder harness. “And besides, I have this.” The .38 automatic fit snugly under her

arm.Miyuki’s eyes widened. Her skin lost a touch of its rich complexion. “Carrying a gun is

against Japanese law. Where did you—”“At times like this, a girl needs a little extra protection.”

Karen crept to the alley’s entrance. She glanced down the street. “It’s all clear.”Miyuki slid

beside her, hiding in her shadow.“C’mon.” Karen led the way, excited and anxious at the same

time. She glanced to the skies. True dawn was still about an hour away. Time was running

short. Curfew or not, she was determined not to miss the rendezvous. This was a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity.Three years ago she had traveled all the way from British Columbia to

study at Ryukyu University and complete her doctoral thesis on Micronesian cultures,

searching for clues to the origins and migration patterns of the early Polynesians. While

studying here, Karen heard tales of the Dragons of Okinawa, a pair of submerged pyramids

discovered in 1991 off the island’s coast by a geology professor at Ryukyu, Kimura Masaaki.

He had compared the pyramids to those found at ancient Mayan sites in Central

America.Karen had been skeptical—until she saw the photographs: two stepped pyramids with

terraced tops rising twenty meters from the sandy sea floor. She was instantly captivated. Was

there some ancient connection between the Mayans and the Polynesians? Throughout the last

decade new, submerged structures continued to be discovered in the waters off neighboring

islands, trailing as far south as Taiwan. Soon it became hard to separate fact from fiction,

natural topography from man-made structure.And now the newest rumor floating among the

fisher folk of the Ryukyu island chain: the Dragons had risen from the sea!Whether this was

true or not, Karen could not pass up the opportunity to explore the pyramids firsthand. A local

fisherman, scheduled to transport medical supplies and other aid to outlying islands, had

offered to take her to see the structures. But he planned on sailing at dawn, with or without her.

Hence, the early morning bike ride from the university to the outskirts of Naha, then the game

of cat and mouse with police and patrols.Karen continued along the street. It felt good to be

moving again. The morning sea breeze tousled her loose blond hair as she walked swiftly.

Using her fingers, she combed the stray locks from her face. If the two women were caught,

both risked expulsion from the university. Well, maybe not Miyuki, Karen thought. Her friend

was one of the most published and awarded professors on the campus. She had accolades

from around the world, and was the first woman nominated for the Nobel Prize in computer

science. So Karen had not argued against Miyuki coming along. If the pair were caught,



Miyuki’s notoriety on the island might soften any legal repercussions for her as well.Or so she

hoped.Karen checked her watch. It would be close. At least the roads through here were

relatively clear. This section of the city had survived the quakes mostly unscathed: broken

windows, cracked foundations, and a few scorched buildings. Meager damage when compared

to other districts, which had been leveled to brick foundations and twisted metal.“We’ll never

make it in time,” Miyuki said, cinching her photo bag higher up her shoulder. Though Karen had

pocketed a disposable Kodak camera in her jacket, Miyuki had insisted on bringing full gear:

digital and Polaroid cameras, video equipment, even a Palm handheld computer. All stuffed into

a promotional bag stenciled with the logo from Time magazine.Karen took the bag from her

friend and slung it over her own shoulder. “Yes, we will.” She increased the pace.Miyuki, a head

smaller, had to jog to keep up.They hurried to the end of the street. Naha Bay was only a

hundred yards down the next avenue. Karen peeked around the corner. The street lay empty.

She continued with Miyuki trailing. The smell of the sea grew stronger: salt and algae. Soon

she saw lights shining off the bay. Encouraged, Karen continued at a half run.As she neared

the end of the street a harsh command startled her. “Yobitomeru! Halt!” She froze as the bright

beam of a flashlight blinded her.A dark figure stepped forth from the shadows between two

buildings. The light lowered enough for Karen to recognize the uniform of a United States

sailor. He cast the beam briefly at Miyuki, then searched up and down the street. A second and

third sailor stepped from their shelter in a building entryway. The group was clearly one of the

American wandering patrols.The first sailor stepped nearer. “Do you speak English?”“Yes,”

Karen answered.He relaxed slightly, flashlight now pointing toward the street.

“American?”Karen frowned. She was used to this response. “Canadian.”The sailor nodded.

“Same thing,” he muttered, and gestured his companions to continue down the street. “I’m

heading back to base,” he said to them. “I’ve got this covered.”Rifles were returned to

shoulders, and the other two strode past, but not before glancing up and down the two

women’s figures. One of the men mumbled something, eliciting a laugh and a final salacious

glance toward Miyuki.Karen ground her teeth. Though not native to this soil, the Navy’s casual

assumption of control here rankled.“Ladies, don’t you know about the curfew?” the sailor asked

them.Karen feigned confusion. “What curfew?”The sailor sighed. “It’s not safe for two women to

be out here alone. I’ll walk you back. Where are you staying?”Karen crinkled her brow, trying to

think of an answer. Time to improvise. She unslung Miyuki’s camera bag and pointed to the

large insignia for Time on its side. “We’re working freelance for the magazine,” she said. She

pulled out her Ryukyu University identification card and flashed it at the man. It looked official,

and the Japanese lettering was clearly unreadable. “Our press credentials have been approved

by the local government.”The sailor leaned closer, comparing Karen’s face to the card’s picture.

He nodded as if satisfied, too macho to admit he could not read the Japanese script.Karen

pocketed her card, maintaining an officious attitude. She introduced Miyuki. “This is my local

public relation’s liaison and photographer. We’re gathering pictures throughout the Japanese

islands. Our ship leaves at dawn for the outer islands, on its way to Taiwan. We really must

hurry.”The sailor still wore a suspicious look. He was close to buying the story, but not

completely convinced.Before Karen could press on, Miyuki reached over and unzipped the

bag. She pulled out the digital camera. “Actually, it’s somewhat fortunate we ran into you,” she

said in crisp English. “Ms. Grace was just mentioning how she wanted to try and capture a few

of the servicemen on film. Showing how the United States is helping to maintain order in this

time of chaos.” Miyuki turned to Karen, nodding back at the sailor. “What do you think?”Karen

was shocked by the sudden brazenness of the tiny computer teacher. She cleared her throat,

thinking fast. “Uh…yes, for the sidebar on the American peacekeepers.” Karen tilted her head



at the man, her expression thoughtful. “He does have that all-American look we were searching

for.”Miyuki lifted the camera and pointed it at the sailor. “How would you like to have your

picture in magazines across the country?”By now the sailor’s eyes had grown large.

“Really?”Karen hid a smile. She did not know a single American who was not enthralled with

the mystique of celebrity. And for the opportunity to join such ranks, common sense was often

cast aside.Miyuki stepped around the sailor, eyeing him from several angles. “I can’t make any

guarantees. It’ll be up to the editors at Time.”“We’ll take a few pictures,” Karen said. “One of

them will surely pass muster.” She framed the man between her fingers, sizing up a shot. “

‘American peacekeeper’…I think this really will work.”Miyuki began to take a few pictures,

ordering the sailor into several poses. Once done, she bagged up her camera and collected the

serviceman’s name and number. “We’ll fax you a photo release form. But Harry, we’ll need it

returned to New York before the end of the week.”The man nodded vigorously. “Of

course.”Karen glanced to the brightening skies. “Miyuki, we really must be going. The press

ship is scheduled to leave any minute.”“I can take you to the marina. I’m heading toward the

bay anyway.”“Thank you, Harry,” Miyuki said. “If you can take us as far as Pier Four, that would

be wonderful.” She smiled brightly at him, then turned to Karen, rolling her eyes. “Let’s go. We

don’t want to be late.”Led by the sailor, they hurried to the bay. The gray dawn cast the waters

in dull silver. Gulls dove and screeched among the piers’ pilings and boats. Throughout the bay,

wrecks dotted the water, ships and boats that had scuttled against the docks and reefs during

the quakes. Already, cranes and heavy equipment had been moved into position. The bay was

the lifeline of the island and had to be cleared as quickly as possible.As the sun crested the

eastern sky, they reached the entrance to the marina. Miyuki and Karen again thanked Harry

and said their good-byes. Once the sailor left, the two hurried down the long planks.Karen

glanced over her shoulder to make sure the sailor had truly gone. There was no sign of him.

She relaxed and turned to Miyuki, who was cinching the camera bag higher on her shoulder. “I

can’t believe you.”Miyuki smiled, her face flushed. “That was fun. It’s lucky I got that free tote

bag with my subscription to Time.”Both women started laughing, tears at the corners of their

eyes.Karen led the way to berth twelve. Ahead, she spotted a small fishing boat still docked at

the berth. The twenty-meter wooden craft was piled high with boxes displaying prominent red

crosses. A pair of men were already loosening ropes in preparation for leaving. Karen hurried

forward, waving an arm. “Ueito!” Wait!One of the workers glanced their way and yelled to

another on the boat. A grizzled Japanese man left the wheel and met them near the ship’s

stern. He was dressed in Levi’s and a green slicker. Offering his hand, he helped them on

board.“S-Samo sent us,” Karen said in broken Japanese.“I know,” the old man answered in

English. “The American.”“Actually, I’m Canadian,” she corrected him.“Same thing. I must get the

ship going. I wait too long already.”Karen nodded and unslung her bag. She and Miyuki were

guided to a stained wooden bench beside a folded mat of net. The reek of fish entrails and

blood from the wooden planks of the boat almost overpowered her.Around her, the two-man

crew had freed the ropes from the dock and jumped on board. At the wheelhouse, the ship’s

captain barked orders. The motor roared. Water began to churn, and the boat slowly edged

forward. The crewmen took up posts near the bow, one on the starboard, one on the port side,

watching the waters ahead. Sunken debris made the bay treacherous.It was clear why the

captain insisted on leaving with the dawn. As the morning tide receded, these waters would

become even more treacherous.Past the pier’s end, they sailed toward the center channel of

the bay and slowly edged by a pole sticking crookedly up from the water, a flag flapping at its

tip. Karen glanced over the rail and realized it was the mast tip from a submerged sailboat. The

fishing boat with its shallow draft cut around and over the debris.Across the bay, the United



States military base lay burning. Fires still glowed from the refinery blaze, set off during the

quakes as underground tanks had been ripped open. A smudge of oily smoke climbed high

into the morning sky. Helicopters circled the area, hauling dredges of seawater and sand in an

attempt to stanch the fires. So far with little luck.
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Airplane Reviews, “Enjoyable: perfect airplane book. Read this one on a long flight to Hawaii.

Opening sequences were good--they draw you into the catastrophe in a unique and quick way;

a key element for airplane books. The storyline was interesting but some of the characters

seem force fit; love story developed too fast to be believable, the natives who suddenly change

their view in terms of assistance, the Japanese professor who's critical to the AI and then

suddenly isn't, etc. The war story line evaporated a bit too quickly [sorry for the pun but it was

nicely tied up at the end]. For these reasons I gave it a 4 overall (really a 4.5) but still, it'll keep

your attention on a long flight. As for Spangler--his personality issues are defined so that you

can't help but dislike the guy; makes me wonder if he's not based in some part on a real

person. Gotta say, though, his ultimate outcome was nicely conceived. The theoretical physics

angle was folded in nicely and not too far off current research in the field (crystal

notwithstanding). An easy read to kill some time if you like action blended with a bit of a

science and historic mystery.”

Big Game James, “Preposterous, farfetched, and highly entertaining. I've read plenty of

farfetched action and adventure stories, thrillers, and galaxy-spanning sci-fi books in my time.

But I don't know if I've ever encountered anything as farfetched and preposterous as Deep

Fathom by James Rollins. Before I continue, let me say that I found this book highly

entertaining, farfetched as it was. Since this was my first James Rollins book, I didn't have a

clue what to expect. Now I know.So, how farfetched is it? Well, let me summarize it for you,

spoilers notwithstanding, and YOU decide.***SPOILER ALERT***In a nutshell, former Navy

SEAL Jack Kirkland and his ragtag crew aboard his salvage ship, the Deep Fathom, get

diverted from a treasure hunt, and with the help from a couple of ladies from the university, an

AI personality, and a mysterious Pacific Islander, defeat their enemies and save the world from

nuclear destruction. Never mind that the university ladies, Dr. Karen Grace and Professor

Miyuki Nakano of Ryukyu University in Okinawa, just happen to connect with Jack's crew

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/nAkD/Deep-Fathom-James-Rollins


through a mutual desire to decipher some ancient glyphs. And never mind that the mysterious

Pacific Islander repeatedly tries to murder the ladies before "joining the team."As they're saving

the world, Jack and his expanded crew manage to take out an entire Navy Seal Black Ops

team, one by one, escape certain death on numerous occasions, and unlock 12,000-year-old

secrets associated with those ancient glyphs. But that's not all. They also jury rig a "lost"

military satellite to shoot a Particle Beam from orbit to obliterate a rogue crystal obelisk located

in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Why use a particle beam? Because, as they determine on

the fly, that's the only way to stop the crystal without annihilating themselves. And get this, the

process of destroying the crystal obelisk resets the world's timeline two weeks into the past,

thereby averting world destruction. wOOt wOOt!Best of all, the good guys that got killed during

the original timeline get "magically" restored to life while the bad guys who our hero's killed off

stayed dead. And finally, now that the rogue crystal obelisk is out of the way, Jack and his crew

can fetch the massive gold treasure from the shipwreck. And Jack will no longer have to worry

about his boat getting repossessed. The End.Preposterous or not, I found myself reading page

after page. James Rollins does an excellent job with characters, creating tension, moving the

story forward, and snatching victory from the jaws of defeat. All the main characters add to the

story. Even the villain, David Spangler, and his cronies. There was more foul language than

necessary, but overall, I'd say the book itself is a rollicking, swashbuckling adventure. In fact, I

was disappointed when it ended.”

April W, “A bit mystical combined with physics. Interesting story - deep ocean, earthquakes,

solar eclipse. An ancient race. A crystal pillar in the Pacific Ocean. Treachery and

adventure.Ancient race mentioned a bit similar to one Clive Cussler uses in Atlantis Found.I

listened to this via Overdrive audiobook in March - April 2016. I like it just as much the second

time. I think I understand the ending a bit better this time. The first time it seemed pretty

mystical.A bit more bad language than I prefer. So interesting the possibilities when you are

considering timelines and the effects of physics on the spacetime continuum.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Surprising twist!. How James Rollins keeps coming up with such

fascinatingly unusual story lines is truly astonishing. This book truly one of a kind. As with

several of his previous books, this one relies heavily on known facts (I looked them up) and

with his embellishments, takes us into a world of unknown dangers, amazing characters we all

feel for, and unbelievable evil, that somehow does not feel that far-fetched! Great read, I

recommend highly to all who appreciate high adventure, mystery, and non-stop action!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Enjoyable detailed read. This book supplies everything that a good thriller

should - fast pace, detailed interlinked plots and characters that drive the plot lines. It was a

great book to relax with after coming home from work as I was drawn in and able to immerse

myself in the story and spend some time with the characters at the bottom of the ocean or

looking out across a remote island.One thing I would have liked to see expanded on was the

"how" of the ending - I will not expand of this for the sake of those who have not read the book

yet. The nature of the ending has its roots in the earlier part of the book but I would have liked

to known how this distortion occurred. This however did not take away from my enjoyment of

the book.”

Yorky Bar Kid, “Quite exciting. Exciting story but rather lacking in credibility of physics. Quick

delivery and good condition.”



Helrob44, “Good Adventure. Good story. Up to James Rollins  high standard!”

clifford moore, “Brilliant read. I think James Rollins is one of the best story tellers of the current

day and this is one of his best. Great adventure and a great read”

The book by James Rollins has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,362 people have provided feedback.
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